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Books are bound volumes of paper which are read, or if you are of sufficient intellectual strata, perused.
Sometimes they are merely scanned or flipped through, but just as often they are studied, researched
and cited.

Authors suffer blockages to write, re-write, polish and submit manuscripts of books to
publishers who either reject them or edit, print, bind and distribute them. Retailers order, stock and try
to sell them. If they don’t, they inventory them or clear them out.

Libraries acquire them and librarians stack, sort, Dewey-decimalize, shelve and lend them to
borrowers who are expected to return them. Usually they do, and usually on time. Books may be
illustrated and illuminated, leather bound, inscribed, engraved and gilded. They may appear on best
seller lists, and in a few instances on the world’s list of great books.

We can get completely lost in them, or they can teach us to bake a pie or drive to Albuquerque.
They can help if we are in to self-help. They can lead us into and out of temptation, take us to perdition
or put us on heaven’s path. They may be praised, admired and collected or panned, banned and burned.

If ever once you don’t go by whatever book governs at the time that same one may be thrown
at you by a judge who has had lots of book learning. You can read an arithmetic book and go to work
keeping books. If you are good at it and devious too, you can cook the books, but watch out for that
judge. Or if you hang your shingle as a bookie and make money making book, the same warning applies.

Among the forms available, you may purchase anthologies, calendars, adventure books,
almanacs, art books, atlases, biographies and autobiographies, coloring books, comic books, coffee table
books, cookbooks, e-books, encyclopedias, fiction and non-fiction, graphic novels, history books and
historical novels. You may buy humorous books, law books, literary annuals, magazines, manuals,
medical journals, mysteries, photography books, books of poetry, prayer books, romance novels,
Shakespeare, books of short stories, self-help books, science fiction, scientific journals, song books,
sports books, spelling books, text books and yearbooks.

We watch our children move from pop-ups and coloring books through Mother Goose and Dick
and Jane, Dr. Seuss and chapter books, reading illicit comic books all the while. If your kid is like mine, he
will grow from Artie the Smarty to Harry Potter in the time you’re working your way through a James
Michener book, and he will get around to War and Peace before you ever do. If you ever do.

And if you are a bookworm drilling your way through a stack, you may come across a
biopredator, a bookworm of another type, munching his way from the inside out. Please reconsider
before you judge and throw the book at him. The two of you share the singular pleasure of books; you
just digest them in different ways.


